
Art of  the 
Ancient Near 

East



Ancient Near East

• Time Period
– 3500 bce – 641 ce

• Regions 
– Sumerian Art c. 3500-2340 bce Iraq
– Babylonian Art 1792-1750 bce Iraq 
– Assyrian Art 883-612 bce Iraq
– Persian Art c. 559-331 bce Iran



• Enduring Understanding:  Ancient Near Eastern art 
concentrates on royal figures and gods
– Ancient Near Eastern art takes place mostly in city-states of 

Mesopotamia
– Art from this region is one of the foundations of art history

• Enduring Understanding:  Ancient Near Eastern art is 
inspired by religion; kings often assume divine 
attributes
– Figures are constructed with stylistic conventions of the 

time, including hierarchy of scale, registers, and stylized 
human forms

– Ancient Near Eastern architecture is characterized by 
ziggurats and palaces



Historical Background

• Almost everything began first in the Ancient 
Near East: writing, cities, organized religion, 
organized government, laws, agriculture, 
bronze casting, the wheel

• Large populations emerged in the fertile river 
valleys that lie between the Tigris and 
Euphrates Rivers – Mesopotamia

• Successive turnover of civilizations



Patronage and Artistic Life

• Kings used propaganda for political and 
religious purposes

• Artists depended on the king for patronage; 
kings depended on artists for control



Ancient Near Eastern Art
• First great buildings made out of baked mud –

cheap material and could be resupplied easily
• Ziggurats – a pyramid-like building made of 

several stories that indent as the building gets 
taller; thus, ziggurats have terraces at each 
level – served as temple platform

• Creation of large objects seen as a reaction 
against nomadism



• Cuneiform writing – wedge-shaped characters 
– used to write down laws and business 
transactions, as well as narratives such as 
Gilgamesh

• Near Eastern art begins a popular ancient 
tradition of representing animals with human 
characteristics and emotions

• The personification of animals was continued 
by the Egyptians and the Greeks, sometimes 
producing dreadful and harmful creations



Sumerian Art
• Sumerian art has realistic looking figures acting 

out identifiable narratives
• Figures are cut from stone, with negative space 

hollowed out under the arms and between their 
legs

• Eyes are wide open; men are bare-chested and 
wear a kilt; women have the left shoulder 
covered, and their right shoulder exposed

• Nudity is a sign of debasement, only slaves and 
prisoners are nude



• Sculptures were placed on stands to hold them 
upright – not freestanding statues

• Free intermixing of human and animal bodies
• Humans are virtually emotionless
• Hierarchy of scale – a system of representation 

that expresses a person’s importance by the 
size of his or her representation in a work of 
art

• In Sumerian world the gods symbolized 
powers that were manifest in nature



#12
White Temple and its ziggurats
Uruk (modern Warka, Iraq).  
Sumerian.
c. 3500-3000 BCE
Mud Brick



White Temple and its Ziggurat
• Large settlement at Uruk of 40,000 based on agriculture 

and specialized labor
• Deity was Anu, the god of the sky, the most important 

Sumerian deity
• Mud brick building on colossal scale
• Buttresses spaced across the surface to create a light 

and shadow pattern
• Whitewash used to disguise the mud appearance
• Tapers down so that rainwater washes off
• Temple on top was small, set back, and removed from 

the populace; accessed reserved for royalty and clergy, 
only base of temple remains



• Temple interior contains a cella, and smaller 
rooms

• On top of the ziggurat is a terrace for outdoor 
rituals; temple for indoor rituals

• Entire form resembles a mountain; contrast of 
vast flat terrain and man-made mountain

• Gods descend from the heavens to a high place 
on earth

• Four corners oriented to the compass









Cross-Cultural Comparisons: 
Religious Centers on Hilltops

Yaxchilán Structure

Temple Mayor, Tenochtitlan

Acropolis



#14
Statues of votive figures, from the Square 
Temple at Eshnunna (modern Tell Asmar, Iraq)
Sumerian
c. 2700 BCE
Gypsum inlaid with shell and black limestone



• Figures are different heights, 
denoting hierarchy of scale

• Hands are folded in gesture of 
prayer

• Huge eyes in awe, spellbound, 
perhaps staring at the deity

• Men: bare upper chests; skirt 
from the waist down beard flows 
in ripple patterns; wear a belt

• Women: dress draped over one 
shoulder

• Arms and feet cut away
• Pinkie in a spiral, chin a wedge 

shape, ear a double volute



• Inscribed on back:  “It offers 
prayers”

• Figures represent mortals, placed 
in a temple or shrine and praying 
– perhaps to Anu

• Figures sometimes hold either 
cups or branches in their hands

• Gods and humans physically 
present in their statues

• None have been found in situ but 
buried in groups under the 
temple floor

• Hundreds of statues survive



Cross-Cultural Comparisons: Shrine 
Figures

Female Deity 
from Nukuoro

Veranda post

Ikenga (shrine figure)



#16
Standard of Ur from the Royal Tombs at Ur 
(modern Tell el-Muqayyar, Iraq)
Sumerian
c. 2600-2400 BCE
Wood inlaid with shell, lapis lazuli, and red 
limestone





• Two sides: war side and peace side; may have been two halves of a 
narrative; early example of historical narrative

• Perhaps used as part of soundbox for a musical instrument



• War side: Sumerian king half a head taller, has descended 
from his chariot to inspect captives brought before him, 
some debased by their nakedness; chariots advance over 
the dead in lower register



• Peace side: food brought in a procession to the banquet; 
musician playing a lyre; ruler wears a kilt made of tufts of wool; 
larger than others

• Reflects extensive trading network: lapis lazuli from 
Afghanistan; shells from Persian Gulf; red limestone from India



• Figures have broad 
frontal shoulders, 
body in profile

• Emphasized eyes, 
eyebrows, ears

• Organized in 
registers; figures on 
ground lines; reads 
from bottom to top



Cross-Cultural Comparisons: 
Narrative in ArtBayeux Tapestry

Column of TrajanNight Attack on Sanjo Palace



Babylonian Art

• Because of the Stele of Hammurabi, Babylon 
comes across as a seemingly well-ordered state 
with a strict set of laws handed down from the 
god Shamash



#19
The Code of Hammurabi
Babylon (modern Iran). Susian
c. 1792-1750 BCE
Basalt 



• Hammurabi (1792-1750 bce) 
united Mesopotamia in his 
lifetime

• Took Babylon from a small 
power to a dominant kingdom, 
but at his death the kingdom 
dwindled

• Text in Akkadian language, read 
right to left and top to bottom in 
fifty-one columns

• Contains one of the earliest law 
codes ever written below the 
main scene and on the reverse

• Sun god, Shamash, enthroned on 
a ziggurat and handing 
Hammurabi a rope, a ring, and a 
rod of kingship



• Shamash: frontal and profile at 
the same time, headdress in 
profile; rays (wings?) from 
behind his shoulder

• Shamash, judge of the sky and 
the earth, with tiara of four rows 
of horns, presents signs of royal 
power, the scepter and the ring, 
to Hammurabi

• Shamash’s beard is fuller than 
Hammurabi’s

• Hammurabi with a 
speaking/greeting gesture

• They stare at one another 
directly, even though their 
shoulders are frontal; composite 
views



• 300 law entries placed 
below the grouping, 
symbolically given from 
Shamash himself to 
Hammurabi

• Bas-relief



Cross-Cultural Comparisons: 
Humans and the Divine

Jayavarman VII as Buddha

Bihitr, Jahangir Preferring 
Sufi Shaikh to Kings

Bernini, Ecstasy 
of Saint Teresa



Assyrian Art

• Praised the greatness of kings – their ability to 
kill enemies, their valor at hunting, and their 
masculinity

• Figures are stoic – animals, however, possess 
considerable emotion = dominance over nature

• Shallow relief sculpture is an Assyrian 
specialty



#25
Lamassu from the citadel of Sargon II, Dur
Sharrukin (modern Khorsabad, Iraq)
Neo-Assyrian
c. 750-705 BCE
alabaster



• Human-headed animal guardian 
figure

• Winged
• Five legs: when seen from front 

seems to be standing at attention; 
when seen from side, seems to be 
walking by you as you walk by it

• Meant to ward off enemies both 
visible and invisible, apotropaic 
(having the power to ward off evil or 
bad luck)

• Has a feeling of harmony and 
stability

• Sargon II founded a capital at 
Khorsabad, surrounded by a city wall 
with seven gates

• Protective spirits placed at either side 
of each gate as guardians; also bore 
the weight of the arches above the 
gates



Cross-Cultural Comparisons: 
Hybrid FiguresSphinx

Buk Mask Mutu, Preying Mantra



Persian Art

• As first great empire in history, it needed an 
appropriate capital as a grand stage to impress

• Erected monumental architecture, huge 
audience halls, and massive subsidiary 
buildings for grand ceremonies that glorified 
their country and their rulers



Persepolis
• Built by Darius I and Xerxes I; destroyed by Alexander the 

Great
• Built not so much as a complex palace but rather a seat for 

spectacular receptions and festivals
• Built on artificial terraces, as is most Mesopotamian 

architecture
• Mud-brick with stone facing
• Giant lamassu gates, inscribed as “The Gate of All 

Nations,” announcing this as a great nation
• Relief sculpture depict delegations from all parts of the 

empire bringing gifts to be stored in the local treasury; 
Darius selected this central location in Persia to ensure 
protection of treasury



#30
Audience Hall (apadana) of Darius and Xerxes
Persepolis, Iran
Persian
c. 520-465 BCE
Limestone





Audience hall: apadana, had 36 columns covered by a wooden roof; held thousands 
of people; used for the king’s receptions; stairways adorned with reliefs of the New 
Year’s festival and a procession of representatives from 23 subject nations



Columns had 
a bell-shaped 
base that is an 
inverted lotus 
blossom, 
capitals are 
bulls or lions



• Carved into the stairs are the Immortals, the 
King’s Guard, who were so-called because they 
always numbered 10,000



• Many cultures (i.e., Greeks, 
Egyptians, Babylonians) 
contributed to the building of 
the site

• Everything seems to have 
been built to dwarf the 
viewer

• Stairs have a central relief of 
the king enthroned with 
attendants; crown prince 
behind him with dignitaries 
bowing before him

• Orderly and harmonious 
world symbolized by static 
processions





Cross-Cultural Comparisons: 
Ceremonial Spaces

Forum of Trajan

Forbidden City

Great Zimbabwe
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